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The Bo’sun Chair
Remember thy creator in the days of thy youth.
Rise free from care before the dawn, and seek adventures.
Let the noon find thee by other lakes,
and the night overtake thee everywhere at home.
There are no larger fields than these,
no worthier games than may here be played.
Grow wild according to thy nature,
like these sedges and brakes, which will never become English hay.
Let the thunder rumble; what if it threaten ruin to farmers' crops?
That is not its errand to thee.
Take shelter under the cloud, while they flee to carts and sheds.
Let not to get a living be thy trade, but thy sport.
Enjoy the land, but own it not.
Through want of enterprise and faith men are where they are,
buying and selling, and spending their lives like serfs.
Henry David Thoreau
Walden

Wishing you all happy holidays,
and a happy New Year,
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Dismal Swamp Canal Cruise
By John Zohlen
A Southern Magnum Opus Cruise
The Shallow Water Sailors made several Magnum
Opus-like cruises during the summer of 2004. Six boats
went to Bras D'or Lake on Cape Breton Island, three boats
went to Moosehead Lake in Maine, and two boats went to
Penobscot Bay in Maine. Unfortunately, Norman Wolfe
and I could not make any of these cruises. We decided to
have our own Magnum Opus cruise. We would transit the
Dismal Swamp Canal, from Elizabeth City, NC, to Great
Bridge, VA, in my 1989 Peep Hen. The fifty-eight mile
transit, done in late August, took four days and three
nights, and included a day of sailing on Lake Drummond.
George Washington surveyed the Dismal Swamp
in 1763. He was then a member of a company that
intended to drain the swamp for farmland. The Dismal
Swamp was nearly 107,000 acres of bald cypress and other
trees at that time. The need for a connection between the
waters of southeastern Virginia and northeastern North
Carolina was recognized in Colonial times. A route via the
waters of Hampton Roads, Elizabeth River and Deep Creek
in the north and Joyce Creek, Turner Cut, Pasquotank
River and Albemarle Sound to the south was surveyed in
1784. By 1790, the Virginia General Assembly and the
General Assembly of North Carolina had passed acts for
cutting a navigable canal.
The Dismal Swamp Canal Company was formed
and in 1792 the work of clearing and digging the canal
began from both ends. Slaves from the labor pool of
nearby planters provided the majority of the work force.
They were lent to the company off-season when they were
not needed for plantation work. They were paid for this
work from company funds raised legally by subscriptions
and lotteries. The canal opened in 1805 as little more than
a muddy ditch with two squared timber locks, one near
each end.
Over the years many improvements were made to
the Canal. More wooden locks were added, until there
were a total of seven. The wooden locks were then
replaced with cut stone locks (granite from New Jersey and
the Susquehanna River area). The Canal was widened and
deepened and in 1812 a three-mile feeder ditch was dug to
Lake Drummond to ensure a steadier water supply for lock
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operation. June 1814 marked the first recorded vessel,
other than a shingle flat, to transit the waterway end to
end. Today there are only two locks: Deep Creek at the
northern end and South Mills at the southern end. These
350' by 52' locks were refurbished in 1941. These locks
raise and lower a boat about eight feet.
The Dismal Swamp Canal was the primary method
of transporting people and products across the VA and NC
borders until 1859 when the Albemarle and Chesapeake
Canal was opened. The older canal still had value though.
In 1861 Union forces under General Butler landed 3,000
troops south of the South Mills Lock in an attempt to
capture the Canal from the Confederacy. They were not
successful. End to end transits stopped when Norfolk fell
to Union forces in 1861.
Today only recreational boaters use the Dismal
Swamp Canal. The controlling depth of the old canal is six
feet when there is sufficient water in the Lake Drummond
watershed. The U.S. Corps of Engineers operates the
Canal. The U.S. Wild Life Service controls the water
level in Lake Drummond. The Albemarle and Chesapeake
Canal is the commercial and more heavily used canal on
the Intracoastal Waterway. The new canal has only one
lock and the controlling depth is twelve feet.
A Shallow Water Sailor member alerted our group
in June 2004 about a funding short fall in the Dismal
Swamp Canal's FY 2005 maintenance budget. The Corps
of Engineers needed $400,000 annually to maintain the
Canal. Without these maintenance funds there was a real
possibility that the Canal would be closed after October 1,
2004. Once closed, it probably would never open again.
I began thinking about transiting the Dismal
Swamp Canal back in the late 1960's when I was home
ported in Norfolk VA. Many times, while traveling south
on U.S. Highway 17 from Norfolk to North Carolina, I
would look to the right and often see the Canal no more
than 200 feet away. Highway 17 parallels the Canal for
about ten miles. Some day, I dreamt, I would make my
own transit through the Canal's rich history. Now I knew
I had to act soon or risk the possibility of the Canal being
closed forever.
Norman and I began talking seriously about the
transit. What boat to take? How many boats to take? We
knew that the majority of the transit would be under
power. Norm's boat, Piilu, has no motor. My Peep Hen is
rigged primarily for single-handed sailing. We talked
about towing Piilu. Then, there was my Dovekie that I had
sold last summer. It would be large enough for the two of
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us, but alas, it was no longer mine. Finally Norm's wife,
Tiiu, suggested setting up the Peep Hen cockpit as a
second berth. Three 18" by 20" squares of quarter inch
plywood did the trick. Norm could sleep in the cockpit on
a queen-size berth with his air mattress and I would use
the Peep Hen's port berth. When not in use, the squares
stowed out of the way on the forward end of the cockpit
sole.
Transit planning began in earnest. We stopped at
Bacon's & Associates in Annapolis after one of our
weekly planning lunches. I was fortunate to find a slightly
used 2001 Intracoastal Waterway chart book for $30. We
would launch at Waterfront Park in Elizabeth City NC.
The city police said there was no charge for multiple day
parking. The park is right on the Pasquotank River in
downtown Elizabeth City. My cousin Tom living in
Norfolk would meet us at Great Bridge VA and drive me
back to my van and trailer.
The three things we felt were essential for the
transit were a reliable motor, a good Bimini and proper
bug netting. The 2002 Nissan 5 hp, four-stroke outboard
was reliable, but how much fuel should we bring? The
main tank in the cockpit holds 3 gallons. We would bring
another 1 gallon tank and stow it forward in the Peep
Hen's anchor well. There is a gasoline station across the
street from the South Mills Lock. We could refuel there if
necessary. I knew the four-stroke Nissan was miserly on
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fuel, but not sure how many hours or miles
we could travel on a gallon. The Peep Hen
has an installed Bimini. That, plus sunscreen
and broad-brimmed hats, would provide the
shade we would need. Norm would bring
the multi-purpose bug netting that he uses on
Piilu. We loaded nine gallons of water and
two solar showers. The showers would be
welcome in the Peep Hen's self-draining
cockpit. The galley was stocked with a
variety of dried and canned goods. Neither
Norm nor I cruise with ice.
We drove from Maryland to
Elizabeth City, NC, on Wednesday, August
25th. The Elizabeth City police officer on
watch did not want our float plan as
someone in their dispatch office had earlier
recommended. We left one on the front seat
of the van for good measure. We launched
at 1700 and motored up the Pasquotank
River. The river bends and twist, and
narrows in a northwesterly direction. There is very little
civilization visible from the river. The shoreline is bald
cypress forests. The water is coffee brown, colored by
tannic acid from the trees. We passed a sailboat down
bound. At 1900 we anchored in a cove SE of Goat Island
for the evening. Norm spent thirty minutes rigging the
bug netting. It was worth the effort.
Thursday morning, August 26th, was cool for
August and still. I thought we were floating on a mirror.
We began winding our way further north up the
Pasquotank. The shoreline was densely wooded. There
were no navigation aids. We began looking for the
starboard turn into Turner Cut. Slaves dug the Turner Cut
in 1850 to bypass the "odious" Moccasin Track crooks of
the upper Pasquotank River. 0920. Came to a fork in the
river. Was this the cut? We circled and talked about
continuing or turning. We turned. About 500 yards later
we knew we were in the cut. The canal ahead was straight
for as far as we could see. The steep banks here were
about four feet high and the trees changed from cypress to
pine. This was the first we saw of Hurricane Isabel's
extensive damage to the trees next to the canal. Isabel hit
the Canal on September 18, 2003 and toppled almost 800
trees into the waterway. It took a Herculean, three-week
effort by the Corps of Engineers to clear the canal. 1022.
Moored to a piling just south of the South Mills Lock.
Norm went ashore to inquire about opening time. I checked
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the fuel tank. It looked like we had only burned about a
half-gallon. The lock gate opened promptly at 1100. We
motored in and passed the lockkeeper our two lines.
Terrapin was the only boat in the lock. In a few minutes
we were raised eight feet. Much to his delight, Norm
found himself eyeball-to-eyeball with the lock
keeper's three-month old dachshund puppy as our
heads came above the edge of the lock. The canal
to Deep Creek is straight as an arrow and about
fifty feet wide. The water level is about 8-10 feet
below the banks and isolated from the outside
world by tall, overhanging trees. 1238. Moored to
the North Carolina Visitors Center dock. The
center is the only one in the United States serving
both a road (Highway 17) and a waterway (the
canal). The highway and the canal are about 500
feet apart here. Norm and I used the center's
washroom sinks to cool down. We ate lunch in the
shade of a large tree by the water's edge. We got
underway again and at 1445 entered the State of
Virginia. 1529. Passed the western terminus of the
Lake Drummond feeder ditch. The feeder ditch
provides water to the canal. 1535. Passed a Nordic
32 down bound. The trawler was the only boat we
saw in the Canal. 1541. Almost missed the
Wallaceton public launch ramp. The entrance is only
about thirty feet wide. Moored to the one-boat pier. This
small ramp is located right off Highway 17 and is the only
public access to the Canal. I called my cousin, Tom, with
directions to the ramp. He was going to day sail with us
on Lake Drummond the next day. Norm and I spent the
rest of the afternoon at the pier, reading and relaxing.
Norm rigged the bug net after supper and we talked in the
cockpit for awhile.
Tom arrived at 0900 on Friday, August 27th. We
got underway at 0922. Motored south down the canal,
passing about ten cows that were standing knee-deep in
water at the canal's shoreline. They did not seem to notice
us. We turned west into the Lake Drummond feeder ditch
and motored about three miles up a three- foot deep, thirty
feet wide tree-lined canal. We began to catch tree branches
on the mast so we folded it down. There was a 1 knot
current in the ditch. 1028. Beached the boat next to the
Lake Drummond marine railway car. The 5' by 20' cable
operated railway car can transport flat bottom boats
weighing less than 1000 pounds about 150 feet over a rise
and launch them behind the spillway. The spillway is
used to control water depth in the canal. The logbook at the
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marine railway indicated we were the first persons there
in three days. We launched again and transited the second
feeder for about 500 yards to Lake Drummond. It could
have been a scene out of the movie, The African Queen.
This ditch was only about twenty feet wide with trees

hanging over the water. We had to pass under a six inch
diameter fallen tree. We had six inches to spare with the
mast folded! Lake Drummond is everything that Dave
Graves told me many years ago. He and Hope Stanton had
spent a weekend on the lake in their Dovekie. It is about
three miles in diameter and completely surrounded by bald
cypress forest. We did not see a man-made structure.
About two hundred yards out on to the lake it became
obvious to the three of us that it would be very difficult
finding the twenty foot wide feeder ditch when we wanted
to leave the lake. I got out my GPS, turned it on and
quickly marked a waypoint. We raised the mast and sailed
across on a very still lake in a light NW wind. There was
not a ripple on the water. The puffy white clouds were
reflected in the water. Again, I felt we were floating on a
mirror. The lake must have looked exactly the same as
when Lord Drummond discovered it back in the late
1600's. After several hours of enjoying this beauty of
nature we retraced our track back to the Wallaceton ramp.
1436. Disembarked Tom. He would meet us at the Great
Bridge VA launch ramp Saturday morning. Norm and I
continued motoring north again towards the Deep Creek
Lock. The mileposts were passed every thirteen to
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fourteen minutes: making about 4+ mph SOG. The
evidence of Hurricane Isabel's damage continued. 1659.
Moored to a quay wall just south of the George
Washington Highway swing bridge. Vertical clearance is
four feet. Norm and I talked about unstepping the mast
and trying to get under the bridge. Deep Creek Lock lay
about a mile to the north of the bridge. We decided instead
to spend some shore leave at the small Mexican restaurant
about 100 feet from our berth. The cold Coronas and
dinner special were relished. After dinner we pushed off
from the quay wall and spent the night anchored a few
hundred yards up stream from the bridge. Again, Norm did
a masterful job of rigging the bug netting. The last thing I
saw before closing my eyes that night was a full moon
rising above the tree tops. Life is good I thought.
We contacted the Deep Creek lock keeper on VHF
Channel 13 early Saturday morning, August 28th, and then
waited for him to open the bridge. We passed under the
bridge and a short five minutes later entered Deep Creek
Lock. It is the oldest, continuously operated lock in the
United States. There has been a lock at this site since
1805. Again, Terrapin was the only boat in the lock. 0929.
Exited the lock and re-entered the busy residential and
industrial world of Norfolk's Elizabeth River. 1114.
Moored at the Great Bridge public boat ramp pier. I
called Tom. An hour later he arrived in his 2002 purple
Plymouth Prowler. The Prowler is retro-hot rod and a real
head turner. It turns heads so well that a North Carolina
State trooper pulled Tom (driving) and I over. He said,
"This is not going to be as bad as you think". Man, I really
love your car!" He and Tom spent the next twenty
minutes talking in the trooper's cruiser. Meanwhile, I baked
my bald head in the North Carolina sun. When Tom came
back to the car, all he could say was that the trooper only
wanted to talk about the Prowler. The fact that cousin
Tom is a retired Marine colonel might have helped. The
van was safe and sound in Elizabeth City. Norm and I
recovered the Peep Hen and spent the night at Tom and
Jaci's home in Norfolk. The hospitality, cold beer and hot
showers were much appreciated. The next day we drove
back to Maryland. Total distance traveled: 560 miles on
land and 58 miles on water. The Dismal Swamp Canal
cruise, our Magnum Opus cruise, was a trip long in the
planning and one trip that will be long remembered. Norm
was a great cruise mate, as always. We both would like to
transit the Canal again or spend a weekend on Lake
Drummond. The next time though, we will do it in late
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September or early October. The temperatures should be
cooler and then there are the fall colors.
PS: I refilled the 3 gallon tank when we got home. It took
less than TWO gallons! The 1 gallon tank was not used.
We motored 58 miles with fourteen hours of engine run
time on TWO gallons of gasoline! That is better gas
mileage than my van!
PPS: As I was browsing www.dismalcanal.net for some
notes on the history of the Canal, I was pleased to see that
Congress has just restored canal maintenance funds in the
FY 2005 budget. The Deep Creek lock keeper's name is
Robert. You can contact him at 757 487-0831 for more
navigational information on the Canal.

Penobscot Bay #2
Nick Scheuer
Chapter 2 of 4
Finding the Right Dinghy
Due South
Whenever we look back due south from True
North, we hope to see our new dinghy skipping
merrily along in our wake. Due South is an Eastport
Pram kit from Chesapeake Light Craft. I did not build
the kit, but rather took advantage of a bargain from
Harmony Boatworks for a nice mahogany plywood
dinghy built by a friend in Port Aransas, Texas for
another friend who is the CEO and CC&BW of
Harmony. Take a peek at their website for a color
photo.
Our Sumum Opus on Penobscot Bay in August
pointed up the need to equip True North with a decent
dinghy. Gayle and I had brought along a low-cost
“two-person” vinyl inflatable that we hoped would
serve in those few situations where we needed a
dinghy.
Our first “situation” was at the
WoodenBoat Campus at Brooklin, ME. Watching the
inflatable bounce off TN’s topsides like a beach ball in
a gale did not inspire confidence. The inflatable’s
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billing of “room for two” seemed vastly over-inflated.
The Moby Skipper boarded the inflatable anyway, just
for a test, and promptly exited in favor of our
Shearwater’s cockpit. Taking True North right to the
WB float, by a wave-battered lee shore, was decidedly
out of the question. In fact, just picking up a mooring
ball for TN had been a project.
Gayle and I ended up being ferried ashore by
Mike O’Brien, Senior Editor of WoodenBoat, in a
Nutshell Pram. Mike’s subsequent tour of the
facilities, graciously offered on a Saturday, was
inspiring. The Nutshell certainly lived up to its
reputation.
Meanwhile, Harry and Alice Mote had rowed
Ardea’s diminutive double-ended dory, or flatbottomed peapod, whichever, ashore in perfectly
seamanlike fashion. The Moby Skipper vowed to do
the same next time.
Back to the-almost-present; awhile back hard
dinghies were being discussed in my favorite Internet
hangout, the Trailer Sailer Bulletin Board. One of the
regulars had just finished building a superb take-apart
dinghy that breaks down into nesting halves. After
outlining my need, the CEO and CC&BW of
Harmony suggested that his Eastport Pram would
seem perfectly matched to my requirements.
Furthermore, he was prepared to offer me a price that
simply could not be ignored.
Ironically, I had previously been the only
person ever to use this pram. A year ago several
TSBB regulars gathered at a small lake near Crystal
Lake, IL for the purpose of testing a couple of
Harmony’s boats, the CLC Sharpie
Skiff, and the Eastport Pram. I was the
only one present who wanted to try
sailing the pram, which has a lug rig.
The Skiff, by the way, is now owned
and sailed by the man in Texas who
built it for Harmony.
I
had
two principal
specifications for a dinghy; first,
capacity for two tall adults, and second,
be extremely easy to tow. I did not
want to burden True North any more
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than absolutely necessary while underway.
I felt that the two keys to my second
specification were very light weight, and very nice hull
form. At 55-pounds, dinghies do not come much
lighter. As for hull form? One look at the picture
below will answer that.
My mentor, Peter Duff, may fear that the
Eastport Pram is not stout enough to withstand the
rigors of cruising. Certainly, CLC’s kit does not
match the scantlings of a Nutshell Pram, nor a
Shellback dinghy, nor a Fatty Knees, nor even a
Walker Bay dinghy, all of which weigh a great deal
more as means to give their owners years of
satisfactory service. But then, Due South will not
live on the water, as some dinghies do. It’s a tradeoff; and extreme light weight was very important to
me.
Due South needs only four additions in order
to be ready for next season: a towing eye, an
additional pair of oarlock sockets, padded gunwales,
and leathers for the oars.
Gayle and I gave Due South a brief test in a
nearby small lake and found her to be as light as a
feather to row. She was also very easy to lift off the
truck. It is this feature which prompts my continued
use here of the word “weight” instead of
“displacement”.
The Moby Skipper has enjoyed two decades of
cruising in Edey & Duff’s Ultra-Shoal Draft
Champions, boats which were frankly designed to be
cruised without need for a dinghy. Nobody enjoys
putting either a Dovekie or a Shearwater ashore on a
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beach more than myself. Nonetheless, we fully intend
to go back to Maine, where a dinghy is handy. A
dinghy can also be handy for getting ashore up around
the Door Peninsula. I expect we might need a dinghy
in some places around the Strait Of Georgia, where we
hope to tow True North and Due South some day
soon.
Faire Winds, Y’awl,

Cruise Planning
Please remember anyone can plan a cruise. Time
and place are the most important information. Some
description of the cruising area may light a fire under the
tentative sailor so he’ll participate. And a little planning
and information gathering about ramps, etc., will help the
new guys enjoy the cruise. Please send me your plans by
January 15th, so I can get the info in the February issue.
John Zohlen plans the Spring Cruise while we
have a committee that plans the Magnum Opus. Actually
it would be better if one person takes that role. This year
we actually had 3 cruises competing for the MO. All of
these were planned by individuals, while the committee ...
well actually I’m not sure what the committee did.
John has tentatively picked May 6-8, 2005 for the
Spring Cruise, with the location to be the upper
Chesapeake watershed, eastern side. The exact site is
determined after a local field inspection of launching
ramps in January. This gives a great excuse for several
members to go off and spend a day on the Eastern Shore,
which is fun any time of year. Lunch is part of the plan.
So please write your plans up and send them in.
Several new members with Dovekies have been added
these past few months. A cruise planned in their waters
may attract an old time Dovekie sailor, this could be
beneficial to both the new Dovekie owner and the old
timer.
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Moosehead Lake #2
Ken Murphy
July 30th to August 5th
Chapter 2 of 2

Monday started gloomily with rain. We used
the family radios to talk about the birds we observed
and to make plans when/if the rain stopped. I zippered
the tent down part way to keep an eye on things, yet
keep the rain out. What a joy to relax with time to
contemplate Nature. I began to think how different
Maine is from Maryland. We in Maryland have lakes,
but they are all artificial, made by constructing dams
and backing up stream beds, while here in Maine there
are 6000 natural lakes. There would be crowds of
people living here, if it were not for the hard winters
and clouds of black flies in the early summer (the
unofficial Maine State bird).
I took several shots of the other two boats
being rained on; Ted Tobey in his Dovekie, Tema ,
and Emile and Cynthia Birch in their Clarabell, a
Sanibel 18. At times the rain became so heavy it
splashed up off the lake surface water, making the
water seem to boil. I sat back and enjoyed the view,
with some reading, writing, and coffee drinking. Any
day on the water, even with rain, is a delight, for there
is always an unexpected thing or two to bring life to
the soul.

Each Day
Each day we die a little more;
Stale custom takes its toll:
It is the Unexpected Thing
That brings life to the Soul.
Harry Kemp
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Slowly straightened my gear up. This is
always a problem with me, as I’m not careful in
putting things away properly. I lose things for days at
a time, then they turn up in surprising places. I really
need to work on my stowing discipline. By 11 a.m. all
gear had disappeared somewhere and the sun came
out.
We planned to sail north north west to the very
top of the lake, into Northwest Cove and to the
campground at Seboomook. But first we would visit
Little Duck Cove just around the corner from our
anchorage at Big Duck Cove. We raised anchor and,
keeping Eagle Mountain over our right shoulder,
made the sail into Little Duck, another pretty cove.
We rafted up and had lunch. Then up anchor and
away. Before leaving I put one reef in my three reef
sail figuring it would be windy in the middle of the
lake. Ted took the lead with me following and
Clarabell became the rear guard.
The crossing of the lake was exciting; you
must understand that I am a conservative sailor and so
as the wind built up I started wishing I had put a
second reef in. All the way across we were dealing
with heavy winds that would scare me and get me to
point closer to the wind to depower the peak of the
sail. My tiller arm really started to ache. While
focusing on keeping the boat upright, Ted, with full
Dovekie sail, stepped away and soon became a small
dot forward. No conservative sailor he. Finally,
getting into the cove, the wind strength reduced
enough to relax. Ted was sailing back and forth in
front of the campground waiting for us. He called out,
“Hey Ken what happened? Yah know, if you took that
reef out ya could have kept up!” I decided not to tell
him that I had dearly wanted to put in a second reef.
While Ted waited for Clarabell, I motored
into the creek where the campground’s docks were. I
got a nice welcome from a man who helped me tie up
the boat. It turned out that he was the Seboomook
Campground’s owner, Rick Sylvester. Soon the other
two boats joined me and we all took a walk around the
campground and it’s general store. Rick’s wife
Jeannine served us coffee and ice cream and we got
ice for the coolers. We did some more walking to
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stretch our legs and sat on a bench overlooking the
Northwest Cove and watched some kids play and
swim at the campground’s beach.
The sun was getting low in the sky so we
decided to split up and anchor separately. Because of
the concern for submerged boulders in certain areas
you need to be careful. I planned to go across the creek
just opposite the campground’s docks to a nice
protected spot. I ran dead slow and while standing,
watched for any rocks. Several were sticking out of
the water, but it’s the ones just below the surface that
are worrysome. Lucked out and got across without a
problem and anchored. I was looking forward to the
next day’s activities. Ted, the leader of cruise,
promised that we would get to see moose tomorrow.
So with visions of Bullwinkle in my mind, I fell off to
sleep.
Tuesday morning, after a vigorous walk in the
campground, the three boat SWS flotilla hauled
anchor at 10 AM. We left Northwest Cove and
headed south passing Seboomook Island and noted
Center Island several miles ahead. We were sailing
close hauled on a nice morning breeze that allowed us
to fully enjoy the scenery. What predominates are the
evergreens and the 1600' to 1800' mountains. Spruce,
balsam fir and pines stand along the shores. These are
boreal forests that contain birds such as the spruce
grouse, black-backed woodpecker, Canada jay, and the
boreal chickadee. We saw very few boats; the few
that we did see looked like fishermen. Once past
Center Island we hugged the western shore and turned
behind Moose Brook Island into a cove where Moose
Brook empties into the lake. We rafted up for lunch,
then made sail again to take a wide right turn passed
“Toe of the Boot Point” into North Bay, then into
Socatean Bay, finally coming into the mouth of the
Socatean Stream where we anchored. We collected
our cameras and Ted picked us up in Tema for a trip
up the stream.
Ted took us into a forest-tundra, where
evergreens, dwarf-birch, alder and willows were
scattered, and where watery bogs predominated. The
lower stream has many meandering channels that you
could get lost in. We could have felt very isolated, but
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we actually began to follow other boats looking for the
same thing, moose! There were several pontoon boats
in the group with as many as twenty passengers. One
of these came from the Birches Resort in Rockwood.
We snaked our way through the bogs, looking
intently for any wildlife. Though we hoped to see
moose we were also looking for otters, beaver, and
eagles. We talked in hushed tones and sipped Irish
Whiskey and Wine while Ted maneuvered around the
curves. Then suddenly there it was, a moose!
It was a cow moose leisurely eating water
plants. Not a very pretty animal and as she waded
about, it seemed a miracle that her long, thin legs
could hold her up. She had quite an audience
numbering, I would guess, nearly 60 people. But she
seemed to ignore us all and went about her business.
Slowly the boats edged away, later finding two other
cows. No bulls were seen, but we counted our selves
lucky to have seen the three ladies.
On Wednesday morning we got underway at
9:15 AM and headed south again. Needing provisions
we planned to go up the Moose River to the general
store. We had a light wind that finally petered out
about halfway to the river, so we motored the rest of
the way. Clarabell anchored at the mouth of the river
because there was a pretty low overhead wire spanning
the river and taking down the Sanibel’s mast is
inconvenient. We picked up provisions at the general
store and ate sandwiches at a picnic table facing the
river. A bush pilot made a surprise visit by bringing
his plane up the river, where he jumped off on a
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nearby dock, picked up a package and turned around,
taxying back down and out of sight. Clouds started
piling-up making the prediction of afternoon showers
a real possibility so we shoved off. I wanted the others
to see the Barrow’s Creek anchorage where I spent the
first night. We got there and anchored separately,
preparing for rain. After a few showers passed, Ted
and I got a radio call from Clarabell inviting us to
wine and dinner. We both gladly accepted. I happily
put away the can of Spam that I had dug out for my
own dinner. I shaved, actually combed my hair, and
put on my very best outfit. Ted and I rafted around the
Clarabell and were welcomed aboard.
Wine was served all around and the
conversation started. As we talked, a light rain fell on
top of Emile’s awning that he had designed and
stitched-up for the boat. It was great to be
comfortably dry, and yet be outside while the rain fell.
We saw and heard a pair of loons call to one another.
Could this be the same pair that sang to me on that
very first evening? Cynthia had a double boiler going
heating up her pasta one pot meal. As we talked we
discovered Cynthia’s story. It was no surprise that
she, being married to an artist, is also an artist
(pottery, sculpture, painting). Her current job is
teaching art to middle schoolers. She talked about
winning grants to bring visiting artists into schools on
special programs. She also mentors new teachers and
is very involved in the local education association. It
must be great to be creative as well as being of service
to others.
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Emile then announced that Clarabell had been
visited by a kayaker named Duke, who invited us all
to breakfast the next morning. He had an RV at a
campground that was in sight of our anchorage.
Sounds like fun.
Cynthia’s pasta dish was ready and we all dug
in. It would have been good anywhere, but on
Clarabell and in the rain, it was delicious. Cynthia
explains her approach to the dish in the text box
below.
The next morning we motored to the
campground (after Emile dove down to dislodge my
anchor that was wedged under a large boulder). We
met Duke and Nancy camped right at the foot of the
dock. Duke was already at his outside grill where
eggs, bacon, flapjacks, and more were being prepared.

Pasta on Clarabell
3 garlic cloves, crushed
1 onion, diced
½ cup sweet red pepper, diced
2 celery stalks, diced
2 carrots, diced
½ pound ground beef or turkey
1 15 oz. can crushed tomatoes (one jar of ready
made tomato sauce will also work)
1 box ziti or other pasta
fresh basil, oregano and parsley to taste
salt and pepper to taste
Sautè garlic, onions, carrots, celery, pepper until
almost tender and then add meat. Stir fry until
cooked through. Add the crushed tomatoes and
seasonings and simmer for 30 minutes. Cook the
pasta and add to the meat sauce.
Package into plastic containers and freeze. This
frozen dish will partially thaw while in the
cooler and all you have to do is heat it up on the
boat!
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Nancy takes a picture of her guests
Ted and Cynthia standing
Ken and Emile sitting

We talked about Maine, Texas (Nancy’s home)
and their RV life-style. We were given towels and
jumped into the campground’s showers. Then more
coffee and talk. We split up, Ted and I going on a last
sail across the lake and Cynthia and Emile taking out
and finding a campground for the last night.
Predictions of several days of rain were chasing us off.
Ted and I then took out and found the campground,
just south of Greenville, the large town at the southern
shore of the lake. We joined together in Emile’s truck
and did a walking tour of Greenville and had a nice sit
down meal. It seemed like every other store and
restaurant in the town was named Moose this or
Moose that.
That night in the campground I reviewed the
whole Moosehead experience. The incredibly clear
water, the great sailing, and new acquaintances, and
the moose. As the fishermen say, “It’s a keeper.”
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The Lakes of South Carolina
Pictured above is Al Haskill’s Dovekie,
Rumpus on Lake Jocassie in SC. The map to the right
shows both Lake Jocassie and Lake Keowee, located in
northwest South Carolina, Al’s sailing grounds. There
are four Duke power reservoirs which support the
Keowee-Toxaway electric generating facilities. A
series of dams lead down from the extended mountain
ridges forming a series of four very large lakes, each
with different characteristics. Duke power does an
outstanding service in providing recreational use at all
of the reservoirs. There are numerous excellent ramps
on all of the lakes. Jocassie hosts Devil's Fork State
Park( 622 acres) including tent/trailer sites and
reasonably priced villas for rent. Most boaters come for
the fishing, and make compatible companions for SWS
sailors. In the summer canoes and kayaks abound.
Traffic is minimal, but the recent extended shorefront
building on Keowee combined with too many (one is
too many) golf courses argues for change in years to
come. Spring and fall are the best sailing seasons.
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